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In previous session we had the project Part 1 presentations

Previous Session
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PyTerrier



Open-Source Search Engines

● A key tenet of this empirical science is reproducibility
● IR platforms or toolkits have helped our community, as a whole, to 

have a basis to work from
● There are or have been many such well-used platforms over the 

years
○ SMART
○ INQUERY/Lemur/Indri
○ MG4J
○ Terrier
○ Lucene/Anserini
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From Java to Python
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Most of the neural network implementations are accessed in 
Python, because
● Easy to write
● Dynamic typing
● Accessibility of REPL (Read-Eval-Print Loop) tools, such as 

Jupyter notebooks
● Relatively easy to use native C code for speed when needed

○ E.g. numpy, Torch



What is PyTerrier

A Python layer above Terrier (and other IR platforms)
A Python framework for expressing and evaluating IR
experiments
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Your Code



Useful Links to Learn PyTerrier

● PyTerrier Repository
○ https://github.com/terrier-org/pyterrier 

● PyTerrier Documentation (0.8.1)
○ https://pyterrier.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/
○ https://pyterrier.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

● Tutorials
○ https://github.com/terrier-org/ecir2021tutorial
○ https://github.com/terrier-org/cikm2021tutorial 
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https://github.com/terrier-org/pyterrier
https://pyterrier.readthedocs.io/_/downloads/en/latest/pdf/
https://pyterrier.readthedocs.io/en/latest/text.html
https://github.com/terrier-org/ecir2021tutorial
https://github.com/terrier-org/cikm2021tutorial


Getting Started

● Install PyTerrier
○ pip install python-terrier

○ In Colab use the command: !pip install python-terrier
● To make sure the latest version of PyTerrier is installed, run the 

following command:
○ !pip install --upgrade git+https://github.com/terrier-org/pyterrier.git

● All usages of PyTerrier start by importing PyTerrier and starting 
it using the init() method
import pyterrier as pt

if not pt.started():
pt.init()
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Preparing Data for Indexing with PyTerrier

● Sometimes we have the documents that we want to index in memory
● PyTerrier makes it easy to index standard Python data structures, particularly 

Pandas dataframes
○ import pandas as pd
○ !rm -rf ./pd_index
○ pd_indexer = pt.DFIndexer("./pd_index")

● Data to index
df = pd.DataFrame({  
'docno': ['1', '2', '3'],
'url':   ['url1', 'url2', 'url3'],
'text': 
['He ran out of money, so he had to stop playing' ,
'The waves were crashing on the shore; it was a' ,
'The body may perhaps compensates for the loss' ]
})
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Indexing with PyTerrier
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Then there are a number of options to index the dataframe:    
● The first argument should always a pandas.Series object of Strings, which 

specifies the body of each document
● Any arguments after that are for specifying metadata
● Command:

○ indexref = pd_indexer.index(df[ "text"], df) 

○ #df defined in the previous slide

● As you may lose files on Colab, it is recommended that you save the index 
information so that you can upload it later for your experiments



Accessing PyTerrier Index Data Structures
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You can access the file data.properties to explore some of the stats of your 
collection that was indexed

With an IndexRef, we can load it to an actual index. The method 
pt.IndexFactory.of() is the relevant factory

index = pt.IndexFactory.of(index_ref)
print(index.getCollectionStatistics().toString())

for kv in index.getLexicon():

  print((kv.getKey())+"\t"+ kv.getValue().toString())

index.getLexicon()["monei"].toString()

● Nt is the number of unique documents that each term occurs in – this is useful for 
calculating IDF

● TF is the total number of occurrences – some weighting models use this instead of Nt
● The numbers in the @{} are a pointer – they tell Terrier where the postings are for that 

term in the inverted index data structure.



Specifying Tokeniser in PyTerrier
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Package: http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/indexing/tokenisation/package-summary.html

Setting tokeniser to UTFTokiser:
indexer.setProperty("tokeniser", "UTFTokeniser") 

Check different tokeniser and check created vocabulary for your collection
EnglishTokeniser is the default tokeniser

Setting other properties:
pd_indexer.setProperty( "termpipelines", "Stopwords,PorterStemmer")

More details: https://github.com/terrier-org/pyterrier/blob/master/docs/terrier-indexing.rst 

http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/indexing/tokenisation/package-summary.html
http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/indexing/tokenisation/EnglishTokeniser.html
https://github.com/terrier-org/pyterrier/blob/master/docs/terrier-indexing.rst


Indexing Stack Exchange Collection
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Another way of indexing is to pass a list of dictionaries to PyTerrier indexer

Creating the list of dictionaries
questions = []

for question_id in post_reader.map_questions:

  question = post_reader.map_questions[question_id]

  questions.append({'docno':str(question_id), 'title': question.title, 'body': question.body})

Then you will use IterDictIndexer to index the list 
iter_indexer = pt.IterDictIndexer("./index", meta={'docno': 20, 'title': 10000, 'body':20000}, 

overwrite=True)

RETRIEVAL_FIELDS = ['body', 'title']

indexref1 = iter_indexer.index(questions, fields=RETRIEVAL_FIELDS)

meta (Dict[str,int] ) – What metadata for each document to record in the index, and what length to reserve. Defaults 
to {“docno” : 20}.



Important Note About Indexing
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meta_reverse (List[str] ) – What metadata should we be able to resolve back to a docid. Defaults to [“docno”].

meta_reverse=['name']

questions = []

for question_id in post_reader.map_questions:

  question = post_reader.map_questions[question_id]

  questions.append({'docno':str(question_id), 'title': question.title, 'body': question.body})

Then you will use IterDictIndexer to index the list 
iter_indexer = pt.IterDictIndexer("./index", meta={'docno': 20, 'title': 10000, 'body':20000}, 

overwrite=True)

RETRIEVAL_FIELDS = ['body', 'title']

indexref1 = iter_indexer.index(questions, fields=RETRIEVAL_FIELDS)



Retrieval
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Now we have an index, let's perform retrieval on it. We use a class called BatchRetrieve

bm25 = pt.BatchRetrieve(indexref1, wmodel="BM25")

result = bm25.search("How is instant coffee made")

print(result)

pt.io.write_results(result, "res_bm25.txt", format='trec') # saving the results in trec_format

Models: 
http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/matching/models/package-summary.html 

http://terrier.org/docs/current/javadoc/org/terrier/matching/models/package-summary.html


More than a Query at a Time
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queries = pd.DataFrame([["1", "coffee"], ["2", "Turkish"]],columns=['qid','query'])

result = pt.BatchRetrieve(indexref1, wmodel="TF_IDF").transform(queries)

pt.io.write_results(result, "res_bm25.txt", format='trec')

print(result)



Returning Top-K
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Setting k for returning top-k:
queries = pd.DataFrame([["1", "coffee"], ["2", "Turkish"]],columns=['qid','query'])

result = pt.BatchRetrieve(indexref1, num_results =10, wmodel="TF_IDF").transform(queries)

You can also pass the index file:
pl2 = pt.BatchRetrieve("/path/to/data.properties", wmodel="PL2")



Re-rank Results of One Model with Another Model
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Reranking the top-200 results returned by BM25 with TF-IDF (candidate selection)
Selecting 2000 candidates with BM25 and re-ranking the top-200 candidates

tf_idf = pt.BatchRetrieve(index, wmodel="TF_IDF")
bm25 = pt.BatchRetrieve(index, num_results =2000, wmodel="BM25")
pipeline = (bm25 % 200) >> tf_idf

queries = pd.DataFrame([["1", "coffee"], ["2", "Turkish"]],columns=['qid','query'])
result = pipeline.transform(queries)

pt.io.write_results(result, "res_reranked.txt", format='trec')
print(result)



Project Part II
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In Project Part II, you will use the same 20 queries as PART I, and this time you will use 
PyTerrier for search

You will search with TF-IDF, BM25 and a new model of your choice! (Reranking BM25 results)

For each system, you will evaluate the top-5 results! There is a high chance that you have 
already assessed many of the results in Part I! 
(Worst-case scenario 5*20*3 answers to assess)

You will use P@5 (with -l1 and -l2) and ndcg@5

There are two others parts which will be discussed later (Document will be shared tonight!)
Deadline: Nov 10



Next Session



Query Expansion
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● Query Refinement
● Query Expansion
● Relevance Feedback
● Personalization and Local/Geographic Search


